Pelvic Kirschner wire (K-wire) insertion is a challenging surgical task requiring interpretation of complex 3D anatomical shape from 2D projections (fluoroscopy) and delivery of device trajectories within fairly narrow bone corridors in proximity to adjacent nerves and vessels. Over long trajectories (~10-25 cm), K-wires tend to curve (deform), making conventional rigid navigation inaccurate at the tip location. A system is presented that provides accurate 3D localization and guidance of rigid or deformable surgical devices ("components" -e.g., K-wires) based on 3D-2D registration. The patient is registered to a preoperative CT image by virtually projecting digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) and matching to two or more intraoperative x-ray projections. The K-wire is localized using an analogous procedure matching DRRs of a deformably parametrized model for the device component (deformable known-component registration, or dKC-Reg). A cadaver study was performed in which a K-wire trajectory was delivered in the pelvis. The system demonstrated target registration error (TRE) of 2.1 ± 0.3 mm in location of the K-wire tip (median ± interquartile range, IQR) and 0.8 ± 1.4º in orientation at the tip (median ± IQR), providing functionality analogous to surgical tracking / navigation using imaging systems already in the surgical arsenal without reliance on a surgical tracker. The method offers quantitative 3D guidance using images (e.g., inlet / outlet views) already acquired in the standard of care, potentially extending the advantages of navigation to broader utilization in trauma surgery to improve surgical precision and safety.
DESCRIPTION OF PURPOSE
Percutaneous pelvic fixation is a surgical procedure employed to stabilize a pathological bone condition or restore bone morphology. Surgical screws are inserted along narrow trajectories inside the bone. Since the trajectories can be long (15-25 cm) and are usually accessible via fairly constrained minimally-invasive entry points, Kirschner wires (K-wires) are first inserted to guide cannulated screws along the desired trajectory. Mobile fluoroscopic C-arms are a common system in support of such procedures. The C-arm gantry is typically rotated about the patient to acquire one or more 2D x-ray projection images from various perspectives to provide the surgeon with a (qualitative) 3D reckoning of the location of the implant or tool with respect to the bone shape. This process often requires a high degree of surgical experience and extended fluoroscopy times, e.g., upwards of 123 ± 12 seconds per screw as reported by Gras et al. [1] for pelvic trajectories.
Several methods have been proposed to provide surgical guidance. Optical trackers can be used for percutaneous pelvic navigation [2] using markers fixed to the patient such that they are visible in the pre-operative CT. The marker positioning requires additional surgery preparation and introduces the risk of dislocating the marker from the measured position. Navigation systems with cone-beam CT (CBCT) registered to the optical tracker begin to address this problem and allow accurate tracking with respect to intra-operative image data. However, due to the rigid assumption of optical markers, wire deforma but can expe accomplish t can be used Based on thi view x-ray p gous to surgi ing bone stru
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To localize the wire, a registration is computed in which, instead of the CT volume , a parametrizable mesh object , e.g. a cylinder of variable length and size, is resized and transformed until its DRRs optimally match the x-ray projections:
Since K-wires are prone to deformation and a rigid cylinder likely converges at the longest line segment, e.g. at irrelevant location outside the patient, we apply a deformable cylinder component as presented by Uneri et al. [4] . The parameter vector of this component describes shape, transform, and size. It incorporates a B-spline deformation:
where control points ∈ are a subset of the parameter vector ̂ and , are the B-Spline basis functions. To ensure that the curve legs are tangent to the first and last control point, the spline is clamped by constraining the first and last knots to = … = and = ⋯ = = . The cylindrical mesh (Figure 1a ) is constructed about the centerline by sampling positions along the spline where perpendicular discs of radius ∈ are created for mesh tessellation. We modeled the K-wire as a cubic spline ( = 3) of order = 3 and initialized with 200 mm length and 1.6 mm radius.
C-Arm setup and calibration
A motorized mobile C-arm (Cios Alpha, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) was used as the imaging system in this work. The C-arm was oriented in line with the operating table to allow truth definition of K-wire placement via cone-beam (CBCT) reconstruction in this study. At each K-wire position delivered to the cadaver, 78 projections (126 kV, 91 mA) were acquired ranging from -37.6º to 15.9º about the LR axis -i.e., a range of typical "inlet" and "outlet" views that are commonly acquired in pelvic trauma fluoroscopy. Three of these projections (-37.6º, -10.2º, 15.9º) were used for the actual K-wire localization, and the remaining views were used to determine the true wire location. An additional 445 angular projections (about the SI axis) covering 300º were acquired to reconstruct the CBCT scan, in which the tip segment of the K-Wire was manually annotated. To determine C-arm projection geometries for each view , an automatic view calibration [6] was performed, which used a cylindrical phantom with well-defined arrangements of radiopaque sphere locations for single-view projection geometry estimation. Since the calibration phantom was designed for planar scan trajectories, the angular and orbital scan arcs had to be calibrated separately with the phantom in two different positions. The two calibrations were later aligned to a common 3D coordinate system by3D-2D registration of a CBCT volume -reconstructed from the angular acquisition -to the 75 orbital projections. The three views used for Kwire localization were removed in this process to avoid a registration bias towards the solution.
Cadaver experiment
The dKC-Reg system was evaluated in a study involving a human cadaver in which a variety of pelvic K-wires were delivered. The cadaver was first scanned using a multidetector CT (MDCT) scanner with fairly standard technique protocol appropriate to preoperative planning (120 kVp, 500 mAs, 0.35 x 0.35 x 0.80 mm 3 voxels; Philips Brilliance 64-slice MDCT). With the cadaver placed in supine position, a K-wire was inserted into the left hip following a standard pelvic trajectory from the iliac crest to the posterior column. At three milestone positions along the trajectory, the orbital projection views (inlet / outlet) as well as the angular projections (for CBCT truth definition) were acquired. These trajectory positions are also visualized in Figures 2a-2c . The wires were inserted by a fellowship-trained surgeon using Stryker K-wires of 3.2 mm diameter with threaded tip. Registration accuracy was evaluated at the tip location by 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel deformable K-wire localization and guidance method for mobile C-arm systems based on three calibrated projections of standard pelvic views. Due to the consecutive 3D-2D registrations of the patient and component, the K-wire can be overlaid on the preoperative CT for guidance analogous to conventional surgical navigation (but without external tracking systems) updated at each milestone inlet / outlet view. In this way, the registration approach provides 3D guidance using two or three radiographic views already acquired within the standard of care for fluoroscopically guided procedures. Accurate registration was demonstrated by a median localization error smaller than the K-wire thickness. The current implementation treats the pelvis as a single rigid body, which is appropriate to simple fractures. Future work will extend the framework to multiple rigid bodies -e.g., complex fracture. The framework is capable of handling multiple device components and could offer an improvement in surgical precision and safety in trauma surgery.
